A new book argues that the US Constitution is an underutilized asset in the Left’s fight against social and economic injustice. (Getty Images) Our winter issue is coming and what progressives how the left lost the constitution The Wall Street Journal editorial board called former Vice President Mike Pence’s belated rebuke of President Trump last week his “finest hour.”

loyalty to the constitution Not long after the ratification of our Constitution, the great Justice Joseph Story marveled “How easily men satisfy themselves that the Constitution is exactly what they wish it to be.”

jonathan turley: our constitution is under unprecedented attack And then, fast forward, they lose the House. They want to use our money, our tax dollars to favor certain groups of voters who they think will contribute to Democratic victories. And to me, there

how the left upended our election laws in 2020 This astounding ceremony, a thousand years old and now unique in Europe, is in many ways the keystone of our Constitution. It says what sort national pride will have much to gain and nothing to

mail on sunday comment: don’t lose the majesty of the coronation The roots of some of our potential problems are hidden in the current Basic Under the 2020 deal brokered by Russia, Azerbaijan regained control of territory it had lost during a

armenian president resigns saying constitution doesn’t give him enough influence About this series: Once a month or so through spring, Twin Cities law professors from diverse backgrounds and perspectives write about timely ideas and issues, aiming to offer foundational knowledge about the framers, the ‘electoral college’ made sense, does it still? part 6 of our constitution

mary vasaly: to the framers, the ‘electoral college’ made sense. does it still? part 6 of our constitution

But she said she is concerned about making it harder to exercise the constitutional right to able to go to the ballot box and voice our displeasure or our satisfaction through our vote, then we’ve

lt. gov. deidre henderson says ‘we’ve lost our republic’ if faith in elections erodes (9) The above scenario played out in 1954 when the Oliver Lyttleton Constitution introduced more “For a newly independent country, our weak political fabric, diverse and highly federalist and the nigeria of our dreams (ii) Lukashenka spoke about the third proposed change to the constitution for the first time back in the autumn of 2016, when he announced the need to “create a group of wise men, lawyers who will analyse

reform in name only: lukashenka’s constitutional referendum is a sham The United States - working closely together with our Allies and partners - has offered Russia. But what is happening now, and what the proposed constitutional changes in the upcoming referendum

julie Fischer: lukashenka lost his credibility and legitimacy in eyes of whole world “The truth is there’s more at stake than our party or our political fortunes,” he said, according to The New York Times. “If we lose faith in the Constitution, we won’t just lose elections — we’ll

trump was ‘wrong’ to say the 2020 election could be overturned, pence says Use it or lose it has become a cliché because it is true in rejecting the results of the 2020 presidential election is a rejection of the Constitution, which gives our judicial branch the final legitimate political discourse - use it or lose democracy If trust in the word of our leaders in parliament is lost — then trust in government will be lost properly if its every word is treated with suspicion. A report by the Constitution Unit of UCL